
12 The Fundamental Theorem
of Calculus

The fundamental theorem of calculus reduces the problem ofintegration to anti
differentiation, i.e., finding a function P such that p'= f. We shall concentrate
here on the proof of the theorem, leaving extensive applications for your regular
calculus text.

Statement of the Fundamental Theorem

Theorem 1 Fundamental Theorem of Calculus: Suppose that the
. function Fis differentiable everywhere on [a, b] and that F' is integrable
on [a, b]. Then

fb F'(t)dt = F(b) - P(a)
a

In uther words, if j is integrable on [a, bJ and F is an antiderwativeforj,
Le., if P' =[, then

bf f(t)dt =F(b) - F(a)
a

Before proving Theorem 1, we will show how easy it makes the calculation
of some integrals.

Worked Example 1 Using the fundamental theorem of calculus, compute
J~ (2 dt.

Solution We begin by finding an antiderivative F(t) for f(t) = t2 ; from the
power rule, we may take F(t) = tt3

• Now, by the fundamental theorem, we
have
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b b

j t 2 dt=j l(t)dt=F(b)-F(a)=tb 3 -ta3

a a

We conclude that J~ t 2 dt = hb3
- a3

) It is possible to evaluate this integral
"by hand," using partitions of [a, b] and calculating upper and lower sums, but
the present method is much more efficient.

According to the fundamental theorem, it does not matter which anti
derivative we use. But in fact, we do not need the fundamental theorem to tell
us that ifF l and F2 are both antiderivatives ofIon [a, b], then

To prove this we use the fact that any two antiderivatives of a function differ by
a constant. (See Corollary 3 of the mean value theorem, Chapter 7.) We have,
therefore, FlU) = F2(t) + C, where Cis a constant, and so

The e's cancel, and the expression on the right is just F 2(b) - F2 (a).
Expressions of the form F(b) - F(a) occur so often that it is useful to

have a special notation for them: F(t)I~ means F(b) - F(a). One also writes
F(t) = f I(t) dt for the antiderivative (also called an indefinite integral). In terms
of this new notation, we can write the formula of the fundamental theorem of
calculus in the form:

b b1 I(t)dt = F(t)
a a

b b

or[ I(t)dt = (J I(t)dt) a

where F is an antiderivative ofIon [a. b] .

Worked Example 2 Find (t3 + 5) I~.

Solution Here F(t) = t3 + 5 and

(t3 + 5)n= F(3) - F(2)

= 33 + 5 - (23 + 5)

=32-13=19

Worked Example 3 Find f; (P + l)dt.

Solution By the sum and power rules for antiderivatives an antiderivative for
1 't2 + I is "3t3 + t. By the fundamental theorem
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Solved Exercises

1. Evaluate f~ x4 dx.

2. Find f~ (t2 + 3t)dt.

3. Suppose that v = f(t) is the velocity at time t of an object moving along a
line. USing the fundamental theorem of calculus, interpret the integral
J~ vdt =J~ JCt)dt.

Exercises

1. Find J~ S4 ds.

2. Findf~l (t4 + t917)dt.

3. FindflO (l~~ - t2
) dt

o

Proof of the Fundamental Theorem

We will now give a complete proof of the fundamental theorem of calculus.
The basic idea is as follows: Letting F be an antiderivative for f on [a, b] , we
will show that if Lf and Uf are any lower and upper sums for f on [a, b] , then
Lf ~ F(b) - F(a) ~ Ufo Since .f is assumed to be integrable on [a, b] , the only
number which can separate the lower sums from the upper sums in this way is
the integral~ f(t)dt. It will follow that F(b) - F(a) must equal~ f(t)dt.

To show that every lower sum is less than or equal to F(b) - F(a), we
must take any piecewise constant g on [a, b] such that get) ~ f(t) for all t in
(a, b) and show that J~ get) dt ~ F(b) - F(a). I.et (to, t b'" ,tn) be a partition
adapted to g and let ki be the value of g on (ti-1o til. Since F' = f, we have

ki = get) ~ f(t) = F'(t)
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a = to t,

fi
I

f(t)~
g(n~ I k3 I

I k ' I I
I 1; I I

Ii· I :
-j----+--t---+---+----.~

t

Hence

k; ~ F'(t)

Fig. 12-1 A lower sum

for the integral of f.

for all t in (tZ:-b ti). (See Fig. 12-1). It follows from Corollary 1 of the mean
value theorem (see p. 174) that

k
t

0<;; F(t;) - F(t;-1)
t; - t;-1

Hence

Summing from i = 1 to n, we get

n n
.L k; Dot; ~ ~ [F(t;) -F(t;-1)]
;=1 ;=1

The left-hand side is just J~ g(t)dt, by the definition of the integral of a step
function. The right.hand side is a telescoping sum equal to F(tn) - F(to). (See
Fig. 12-2.) Thus we have

fb g(t)dt ~F(b) -Pea)
a

which is what we wanted to prove.
In the same way (see Exercise 4), we can show that if h(t) is a piecewise

constant function such thatf(t) ~ h(t) for all t in (a, b), then

b

F(b) -F(a)~l h(t)dt
a
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y

F(t,)

F(a} = F(to)

--------------------------------- I}
Slope ~ k 3~ : F(t } - F(t } > k .1.t

1 3 2 - 3 3

------------------------ ------~
I I
I I
I I
I I
: F(t2} - F(t,) ~ k2 at2
I 1
I I

Slope? k, : I
--------~-- ------------1 :
_____ ------i} F(t,l - F(to} ~ k, at, :

I I
I I
I I
I I
I I

-------ir----t------+-~---___t_'_---- I )
a = to t, t2 t3 = b t

~~'---__v-_-A---v--~

.1.t, .1.t2 .M3

Fig. 12-2 The total change of F on [a,b] is the sum of changes on the sub
intervals [fi-1, fj] . The change on the Ith subinterval is at least. kj .t~:Ci.

as required_ This completes the proof of the fundamental theorem.

Solved Exercises

4. Suppose that F is continuous on [0,2], that F'(x) < 2 for °~ x ~ t, and
that F'(x) < 1 for t ~x ~ 2. What can you say about F(2) - F(D)?

Exercises

4. Prove that if h(t) is a piecewise constant function on [a, b] such that
f(t) ~ h(t) for all t E (a, b), then F(b) - F(a) ~ ~ h(t)dt, where F is any
antiderivative for f on [a, b) .

5. Let ao, ... ,an be any numbers and let 8i = ai - ai-I. Let bk = ~7=I 8i and
let di = bi - bi-I. Express the b's in terms of the a's and the d's in terms of
the 8's.
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Alternative Version of the Fundamental Theorem

We have seen that the fundamental theorem of calculus enables us to compute
integrals by using antiderivatives. The inverse relationship between integration
and differentiation is completed by the following alternative version of the
fundamental theorem, which enables us to build up an antiderivative for a
function by taking defInite integrals and letting the endpoint vary.

Theorem 2 Fundamental Theorem of Calculus: Alternative Version.
Let f be continuous on the interval I and let a be a number in I. Define
the function F on I by

t

F(t) =1 f(s)ds

Then F'(t) = f(t); that is

dft
dt. f(s)ds = f(t)

a

In particular, every continuous function has an antiderivative.

Proof We use the method of rapidly vanishing functions from Chapter
3. We need to show that the function

ret) = F(t) - F(to) - f(to)(t - to)

is rapidly vanishing at to. Substituting the defInition of F and using addi
tivity of the integral, we obtain

f t lt~
ret) = f(s)ds- f(s)ds - f(to)(t - to)

a a

= f t f(s)ds - f(to)(t - to)
to

Given any number € > 0, there is an interval I about to such that f(t0) 
(e/2) < f(s) < f(t 0) + (e{2) for all s in I. (Here we use the continuity of
fat to.) For t > to in I, we thus have
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Subtractingf(to)(t - to) everywhere gives

e e
--(t - to) ~ r(t)~ -(t - to)

2 2

or

k(t)/';;;; ~It - tol (since for i> to, It - toJ = t - to)

For t < to inI, we have

We may rewrite the integral as -It f(s)ds. Subtracting fCto)(to - t)
everywhere in the inequalities above gives

€ €
-'2(to - t)';;;; -ret) ~ I<to - t)

so, once again,

Ir(t)l~~ It-tol (sinceforr~ro, Ir-rol=ro -t)

We have shown that, for t =1= to in I, Ir(t) I .,;;; (e/2)lt - tol; since
(eI2) It - to I < e It - to I, Theorem 2 of Chapter 3 tells us that ret) is
rapidly vanishing at to.

Since the proof used the continuity of f only at to, we have the following
more general result.

Corollary Let f be integrable on the interval I = [a, b] and let to be a
number in (a. b). If f is .continuous at the point to, then the function
F(t) = I~f(s) ds is differentiable at to, and F'(to) = f(to).

This corollary is consistent with the results of Problem 9, Chapter 11.
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Solved Exercises

5. Suppose that f is continuous on the real line and that I( is a differentiable
function. Let F(x) = I3(x) f(t)dt. Calculate F'(x).

6. Let F(x) = It (l/t)dt. What is F'(x)?

Exercises

6. (a) Without using logarithms, show that It (l/t)dt = 2 Ii (l/t)dt.

(b) What is the relation between Ifo/t)dt and If (l/t)dt?
. b

7. Prove a fundamental theorem for G(l) = J t f(s)dS.

d jh(X)
8. Find dx f(t)dt.

g(x)

Problems for Chapter 12 _

1. Evaluate the following definite integrals:

(a) Ii t 3 dt (b) I:1 ((4 + 8t)dt

(c) I~4 (l + x 2
- x 3

) dx (d) Ii 471'y 2 dr

(e) 1';1 (l + t 2 )2 dt

2. If f is integrable on [a, b], show by example that F(t) = I~ f(t)dt is con
tinuous but need not be differentiable.

3. Evaluate:

(a) (didO f~ 3/(x 4 + x 3 + 1)6 dx (b) (dldt) J; x 2 (I + xl dx

df4 u4

(c) dt t (u 2 + 1)3 du

4. Let f be continuous on the interval I and let a1 and a2 be in I. Define the
functions:

(a) Show that F 1 and F z differ by a constant.

(b) Express the constant F z -.PI as an integral.
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S. Suppose that

O~t~l

l~t<5

5~t~6

(a) Draw a graph of f on the interval [0,6] .

(b) Find I~ f{t) dt.
, 6

(c) Find I o!(x)dx.

(d) Let F(t) = If> f(s)ds. Find a formula for F(t) in [0,6J and draw a
graph of F.

(e) FindF'(t) for tin (0,6).

6. Prove Theorem 2 without using rapidly vanishing functions, by showing
directly that 1((0) is a transition point between the Slopes or lines over
taking and overtaken by the graph of F at to.

7. (a) Find (d/dx) If' (Ift) dt, where 0 is a positive constant

(b) Show that If (l/t)dt - I~ (lIt) dt is a constant.

(e) What is the constant in (b)?

(d) Show without using logarithms that if F(x) =Ii (l/t)dt, then F(xy) ==
F(x) + F(y).

(e) Show that if Fc;(x) = I~ (cft)dt, where c is a constant, then Fc(xy) =
Fc(x) +Fc(y), both with and without using logarithms.


